
CATalyst
Our powerful antioxidant enzyme

formula is designed to provide the

'live' nutrition needed to optimize

the health and wellness of cats at

all ages. This product gives your cat

the foundation needed for overall

immunity and joint health by

replacing the key enzymes that are

missing from all processed cat foods.

*One bottle will last most cats 4

weeks*

~JOINT SUPPORT

~IMMUNITY SUPPORT

~SKIN AND COAT

~INFLAMMATION

~THE LIST GOES ON!

DESCRIPTION

DIRECTIONS

PURRFECT FOR:



Vita-Cat
Cats need Vitamin C just like we

do. Vita-Cat™  is pure Vitamin C in

liquid form to help the overall

health of your cat. This formula

also helps prevent bacterial

growth and inhibit the formation

of struvite crystals in the urine.

Supports Urinary Tract Health,

Immunity Health and Mobility.

*One bottle will last most cats 4

months*

~URINARY SUPPORT

~JOINT SUPPORT

~IMMUNITY SUPPORT

~INFLAMMATION

~AND MUCH MORE!

DESCRIPTION

DIRECTIONS

PURRFECT FOR:



WormX
WormX is an all-natural wormer

that promotes your cat’s health

while removing unwanted

parasites. This is an effective,

plant-based product that can

safely and quickly target various

worms and pathogenic bacteria or

fungus  within your cat’s digestive

system.

*One bottle will last most cats 4-5

months*

~TAPEWORMS

~ROUNDWORMS

~WHIPWORMS

~INTESTINAL YEAST OR

PARASITES

DESCRIPTION

DIRECTIONS

PURRFECT FOR:



Vira-X
Vira-X is a powerful anti-bacterial,

anti-viral formula manufactured

from Lysozymatic enzymes (derived

from fruits & vegetables) and

sodium chlorite in a helix water

suspension. This natural product

helps cats who are battling viruses

and is also used as a preventative of

viruses. 

*One bottle will last most cats 3-5

weeks*

~FELV POSITIVE CATS

~FIV POSITIVE CATS

~VIRAL SUPPORT

~RESPIRATORY SUPPORT

~AND MUCH MORE!

DESCRIPTION

DIRECTIONS

PURRFECT FOR:



Oxy-Cat
Oxy-Cat is one of our most widely used

products. This product helps support the

cellular system in cats of all ages.

As an alkaline remedy, it promotes pH

balance and can aid in helping infections

both internally & topically. Great for

Diarrhea, Oxalate Crystals/Stones, Herpes,

Ear/Skin Health & Respiratory Health.

*One bottle will last most cats 1-2 months*

FOR EAR MITES OR EAR INFECTIONS

APPLY 3-4 DROPS TO EAR CANAL AND GENTLY RUB -

3 TIMES PER DAY - WHILE PROBLEM PERSISTS.

FOR RESPIRATORY ISSUES

ADD 2 TEASPOONS OF OXY-CAT INTO 2 QUARTS OF

WATER IN A VAPORIZER. PUT YOUR CAT IN A CAT

CARRIER, CLOSED, WITH THE VAPORIZER OUTSIDE

THE CARRIER - PLACE A SHEET OVER BOTH THE

CARRIER & VAPORIZER AND RUN THE VAPORIZER

UNTIL EMPTY. DO THIS TWICE PER DAY FOR 3-5

DAYS, OR UNTIL SYMPTOMS SUBSIDE. YOU CAN

ALSO DO THIS IN A SMALL ENCLOSED AREA (LIKE A

SMALL BATHROOM).

DESCRIPTION

DIRECTIONS

ADDITIONAL DIRECTIONS



Kits For Kitties
This kit works wonders for cats struggling

with urinary issues. It is designed to promote

and maintain the urinary tract health of cats

while supporting their immune systems.

URINARY TRACT
SUPPORT KIT

FELEUK KIT

Directions: Add 10 drops of Vita-Cat  to wet

food 3 times per day for 5-7 days and once daily

for general health. Add ¼ tsp of CATalyst  to

wet food 2 times per day for 5-7 days and once

daily for general health.

*Products can be used in the same feeding.

We designed this kit after having lost a cat to

Feline Leukemia. These products work together

to support a stronger immune system and fight

the virus at its core. It's created to help keep

FeLV & FIV positive cats healthy. 

Directions: Follow instructions on each

bottle.

*Doubling the dosage for the first 5 days is

recommended. 

*Products can be used in the same feeding.

CATASTIC WELLNESS
KIT

This kit was created to support the overall

health and well-being of your cat. Adding these

supplements into their daily diet gives them the

defense their bodies need to be and stay

healthy. This is what we give to our cats daily.

Directions: Follow instructions on each bottle.

*Products can be used in the same feeding.


